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Tiny, toxic mushrooms kill hundreds in China
Buzz up!

By TINI TRAN, Associated Press Writer – Tue Jul 13, 11:03 am ET

BEIJING – Every summer during the height of the rainy season,
villagers of all ages in a corner of southwestern China would suddenly
die of cardiac arrest.
No one knew what caused Yunnan Sudden Death Syndrome, blamed
for an estimated 400 deaths in the past three decades.

AP – Robert Fontaine, an epidemiologist with
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, talks about …

Now, after a five-year investigation, an elite investigative unit from
China's Center for Disease Control and Prevention believes it has
pinpointed the cause: an innocuous-looking small mushroom known as
Little White.

The search for the culprit began in 2005 and took investigators to remote villages spread over the rural
highlands of Yunnan province, said Robert Fontaine, an epidemiologist with the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
There was "this very obvious clustering of deaths in villages in very short periods of time in the summer," said
Fontaine, who helped in the investigation. "It appears that there was something a little different going on."
Local health officials had noted the deaths for years. In 2004, they appealed to Beijing for assistance. The
government gave the task to the China Field Epidemiology Training Program, a unit of medical investigators at
China's CDC assigned some of the country's toughest health mysteries.
The medical teams encountered obstacles. Many villagers didn't speak standard Chinese, instead
communicating in their own dialect. Villages were scattered in often remote areas. Rapid burials made it
difficult to conduct autopsies. Torrential rain and mudslides hampered travel.
But that first year, investigators were able to narrow down the list of possibilities: most victims had drunk
surface water, they had emotional stress and they ate mushrooms.
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The investigators zeroed in on mushrooms, because the deaths were closely aligned with the harvesting
season. More than 90 percent of the deaths occurred in July or August. By the end of 2005, investigators
began issuing warnings to some villages to avoid eating unfamiliar mushrooms.
That was a difficult order to follow. Yunnan province is legendary for its wide variety of wild mushrooms, many
of which are exported at high prices. Entire families go out to hunt for them during the summer months.
By 2008, investigators had discovered a relatively unknown mushroom in a number of homes where people
had died. The mushroom is not usually sold in the markets, because it's too small.
"We repeatedly found it at all these sites," Fontaine said.
A public information campaign to warn against eating the mushrooms has dramatically reduced the number of
deaths. Only a handful have been reported in the last couple of years, and none so far this year.
However, the mystery has not yet been definitively solved.
Testing found the mushroom contained some toxins, though not enough to be deadly. Chinese scientists need
to isolate the toxin and test whether it triggers cardiac arrests.
Researchers have hypothesized that there is a second agent. Many of the victims showed high levels of
barium, a heavy metal in the soil that seeps into mushrooms.
"There is a lot of work left to do," Fontaine said. "We really need additional lab investigations."
Problems with poisonous mushrooms are common throughout Asia, said Diderik De Vleeschauwer, a
spokesman for the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization regional office in Thailand.
"Normally we expect people to have knowledge of what they can and can't eat. One would think there is
indigenous knowledge available about what they can forage," he said. "But these are accidents that can
happen."
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It's hard to find a good men in my town ,most of them like my money more than like me.Ijust want to
find my true love.so i uploaded my hot photos on deafromance *.* ( ℃0 M under the name of
amanda330.It's the best club for seeking young or old girls. .maybe you are the one who
i'm looking for!!!
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It is dangerous to eat mushrooms of unknown variety. Most of it are toxic, while others may not be
so, although it might havwe adverse side effects to the health. It may be nutritious, but the eater has
to be aware of the peril of taking it. Better yet not to take it to avoid the risk.
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we must find other food
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Asians are so smart. My favorite was a news story from a couple of years ago where some Chinese
found fossilized dinosaur bones and thought they were dragon bones so they ground them up and
cooked them for their kids thinking they would get some benefit from it. Lol.Google: "Chinese
villagers eat dinosaur bones".
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Because its a very big place and populated with many persons. In the poorer areas they would not
rely on the media for information which would perhaps the best forum for information rather than
word of mouth handed down by family members over years. I think the government there should
play a role in this.
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This is unfortunate. I also love mushrooms and had a close call with them. Still eat them but only
those prepared by those who know the difference. Perhaps those mentioned in this article contained
toxins not able to cause cardiac arrests but could act as a catalyst with something else.
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This must be an international hoax ... 400 deaths in a billion+ population ... more die of AIDS, Flu,
bicycle crashes in China each week ... not a significant number ... in the U>S> more die of aspirin
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reactions ... and 5 years to track it down ... gotta be a hoax ... China would never allow such a
meaningless statistically insignificant study to showcase their inept disease control and monitoring
competence.
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To those of you that don't like us right-wing rednecks, big deal. My mother taught me how to forage
for food in the wild first, then my Boy Scout handbook taught me more. When in the military I
learned more about the subject in survival school, to the point that I could gain weight in the field.
These Chinese did not learn these things because the commie government doesn't think it
necessary to educate their population. Education creates a people that wants freedom; can't have
that now can we? Ignorant populations around the world are that way by choice. All people groups
have had the opportunity to be as great as the USA and educate themselves. We are not
responsible for the poverty and ignorance of the world. The principles of Christianity and the
prosperity thereof have always been available to all.
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This a a sad story, have some compassion ! Life in remote villages is different from the luxury of
supermarkets just a few minutes away ... It is good that the authorities are working and finding
solutions. If can not say something good or helpful, better not to say anything.
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Wow, all of you flamer Obama haters are frakin retarded for looking for every possible place to post
random garbage that has NOTHING to do with the actual articles.
Doubt you have ANY idea what wild mushrooms are other then the sliced ones at your Sizzler salad
bar.
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